Whereas it is possible that in practice the inaccuracies so introduced are generally not significant relative to the inaccuracies introduced by the basic storage assumption, and the usual inaccuracies of the data, it may happen, particularly in theoretical work, that a high relative accuracy is required. The failure of the Muskingum method when T/K is not small is demonstrated by the widely accepted belief that routing through linear storage with x = 0.5 operates as a pure delay. This conclusion is the two parameters to be determined by experiment. The pure delay plus the storage factor K would be equal to the lag between the centers of area of inflow and outflow, and the ratio of the storage factor to the lag would form a dimensionless parameter which might be constant as a first approximation or reflect some characteristics, at present unknown, of the channel. It might be possible to determine this relation by means of a statistical correlation. ,.
